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Questions and problems VDX/ZPortal 6.1 
 
 

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION / EXPLANATION / COMMENTS FOLLOWUP 

Location search If a Location search finds only one matching result, VDX displays the Location Details for the employee’s home library instead.  
Solution: If you see the details of your own home library, click on the Results button, then on the Details link to see the details of the 
location found. 

 

User search If a User search finds only one matching result, VDX displays the employee’s User Details instead.  
Solution: If you see the details of your own user record, click on the Results button, then on the Details link to see the details of the 
user found. 

 

ILL number containing a 
diacritic character from 
the Web form 

A request made using the Colombo Web form “ILL Request Form” which contains a diacritic (accented character) in the “Request 
Number” field will be rejected by VDX and the Colombo team will resubmit the request after having removed the diacritic. 

 

Amount willing to pay: ZPortal provides a field “Amount willing to pay” to the user. If the user does not enter an amount, VDX enters an amount of 0.00 by 
default. Those institutions which charge their users will receive a warning message that the user cost exceeds the amount the user 
was willing to pay ($0.00).  
Note that if a Bulk Action is used for the Received action, the warning message is not displayed. 

Corrected 
with VDX 
6.2.1 

Work Queue Reports We have found that certain fields are missing in some reports.  Ongoing 
corrections 
by OCLC 

Create user If you try to create a new user through the menu option User  Create, VDX displays an error message and does not create the user 
record: 
Solution: Use a form or ask the Colombo team to enter the data for a new user. 

 

Symbol « UQO - 
BIBLIOTHÈQUE A.-
TACHÉ » 

This library holdings symbol is not recognized by VDX.  Submitted 
to OCLC 

Apostrophe in reports 
 

The apostrophe does not print properly in the reports: it is replaced by the character string “&#39;”. Submitted 
to OCLC 
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SUBJECT DESCRIPTION / EXPLANATION / COMMENTS FOLLOWUP 

Subject line of user alert 
containing diacritic 
characters 

If the Subject line of user alert contains diacritic characters, these are replaced by question marks. Thus, “Document reçu” becomes 
“Document re??u”. 
Solution: we have removed all diacritic characters from email alert subject lines. 

Submitted 
to OCLC 

   

   

   

   
   

   
   

 


